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Abstract. This paper reports findings from evaluation of five solution concepts 
aimed to address challenges in managing projects, tasks, and different modes of 
work. Both users and Information Technology (IT) departments appeared to best 
resonate with the concept of “project workspace,” which was conceptualized as a 
persistent space that allowed users to organize, track, and resume active project 
work. Even though users agreed that multi-tasking and interruptions were 
characteristics of their daily jobs, they did not desire mechanisms to block or alter 
information flows. Instead, users wanted information management to be 
streamlined in the contexts of collaboration and teamwork. The most desirable 
scenarios included spontaneous retrieval of information related to a customer or 
colleague, quick information assembly for different phases of a project, effective 
management of team tasks, and seamless connection from personal to team 
workspaces.  
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1   Introduction 

Abundant research has studied business users’ challenges in personal information 
management. Three main areas of issues are documented: 1) Interruptions and multi-
tasking -- Users typically handle multiple tasks on their computer, and work with frequent 
interruptions from both internal and external sources; 2) Source and tool fragmentation -- 
Users’ work or decision-making often relies on information from disconnected sources, 
devices, or applications; 3) Challenges with information organization -- Users spend 
minimum effort to organize information thus later have challenges in finding and re-using 
useful information. 

Two main gaps exist in the literature: 1) Most research focuses on end user 
perspectives; few has examined IT departments or overall business’ views; 2) While a 
number of design implications have been generated from different studies, fewer 
projects have evaluated multiple potential solutions in business settings, and 
compared benefits and priorities. This research adopts a design science research 
[11]’s approach, which creates and evaluates IT artifacts intended to solve identified 
organizational problems. The authors provide seven guidelines for an effective design 
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science research –“design-science research requires the creation of an innovative, 
purposeful artifact (Guideline 1) for a specified problem domain (Guideline 2).” (p.8) 
It requires thorough evaluation of the artifact (Guideline 3), and innovative solving of 
known or unknown problems (Guideline 4). The artifact must be rigorously defined 
(Guideline 5) based on the construction of the problem space (Guideline 6). “Finally, 
the results of the design-science research must be communicated effectively” 
(Guideline 7). These seven guidelines can be summarized into four major milestones: 
1) A thorough understanding of the problem space; 2) Creation of innovative artifacts; 
3) Evaluation of the effectiveness of the artifacts; 4) Communication of results. 

In this project, we first tried to understand challenges business users face in 
personal information management through literature reviews. Secondly, with team 
brainstorming and ideation, five potential solution concepts were proposed. 
Afterward, to evaluate the concepts and further explore ideas for desired solutions, in-
depth interviews were conducted with 28 participants from 14 US companies. The 
remainder of the paper is organized according to the major steps of design science 
research whereby we start with a definition of the problem space, then discuss designs 
or proposed solution concepts. Further, we report findings from the evaluation 
research, and provide recommendations for design and development.  

2   The Problem Space: Challenges in Information Management   

Personal information management refers to individual user activities to acquire, 
organize, or retrieve information on personal computers. The dynamic and complexity 
of personal information management in business environments have increased 
dramatically in the past decades, as individual work, collaboration, and business 
operations are all becoming more computerized. Challenges are well documented. 
They can be summarized into three main areas.  

Multi-tasking and interruptions: Users typically handle multiple tasks on 
computers, and work with frequent interruptions from both internal and external 
sources [2, 7, 10, 12, 16].  Interruptions cause distraction from the current work, 
redundant effort, forgotten tasks, and cognitive burden and delays when users try to 
resume previous work [12, 16]. Current information organization tools do not provide 
adequate support for frequent task suspensions and resumptions.  Long-term projects 
are more complex and harder to return to than short-term activities.  Further, as 
pointed out by Chudoba, et al. [6], the issue of multi-tasking and interruptions can be 
potentially worsened by the situation that employees in large companies typically 
work simultaneously in multiple teams and projects. 

Information source and tools fragmentation: Users’ work creation or decision-
making often depends on information from disconnected sources or applications [3, 
13, 15]. Lu, et al. [15] demonstrate that variety and fragmentation of tools and 
information sources is detrimental to teams’ performance. Further, the tools people 
use are often inadequate for their goals [14]. For example, Bellotti, et al. [2] report 
that users embed extensive task management activities into e-mail communication, 
which leads to ineffectiveness in managing priority, deadlines, and workload.  Several 
other studies have observed that e-mail is overly and inadequately used for multiple 
purposes, such as task and contact management, and personal archiving [8, 18, 19]. 
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Burdens of information organization and re-use: Most users devote little time to 
organize information on computers [5]. For those who do organize, they have to 
spend scattered efforts to classify different types of information, such as e-mail, 
documents and web bookmarks [5].  Storing information in different formats and 
structures leads to challenges in retrieving and re-using information [9]. 

 To summarize, key user needs for personal information management include: 1) 
Ability to easily organize information and preserve contexts for different task and 
projects, so that users can resume tasks or work after temporary suspension [7,12,16]; 
2) Assistance with tracking, organization and reminder of short term activities; 3) 
Integration of information from different sources so that users can easily access all 
information related to different topics of work [3, 13, 17]; 4) Tools to contextualize 
interruptions -- As observed by Mark, et al. [16], collocated employees work longer 
uninterrupted sessions than distributed employees, suggesting collocated employees 
are more likely to be interrupted at natural breaks. Tools may help users better 
communicate work contexts so that interruptions can be more appropriately timed.  

3   Design Artifacts: The Solution Concepts 

A team of 19 people in Intel gathered for a 6-hour brainstorming and ideation session. 
The participants included user researchers or human factors engineers, designers, 
market researchers, marketing and strategic planners, platform architects, software 
architects from Intel’s IT department, and a researcher from an external research firm 
who facilitated the discussions. The brainstorming session started with a review of 
literature and research data on user needs compiled by a user researcher and market 
researcher. The meeting was followed by a team discussion on information assistance, 
or how computers or intelligent agents can assist users with information management. 
In order to stimulate innovative ideas, the team first tried to generate metaphors and 
real world analogies of “assistance.” Examples included: a golden retriever helps his 
or her owner to fetch newspapers in the morning; an employee at Home Depot helps a 
disoriented customer at a store; a tunnel that helps travelers to get to the destination 
quicker; animals leave traces along the way they have walked by; a person’s 
frustration when he or she cannot find a car key at home, and actions he or she may 
take to prevent that. The team was then divided into four sub-groups to brainstorm on 
solutions. The brainstorming concluded with a consolidation of ideas from sub-
groups. Afterward, a smaller team of researchers and designers continued to refine the 
ideas into five solution concepts, which are summarized in Table 1. 

4   Evaluation of the Artifacts: The In-Depth User Research  

Semi-structured in-depth interviews were conducted with a total of 28 employees 
from 14 businesses in two US cities: the New York City and Kansas City. Of the 
businesses, three were small businesses with fewer than 100 employees, five were 
mid-sized (100-1000 employees) and six were large enterprises (>1000 employees). 
They came from a variety of industry verticals. We interviewed two people separately 
from each business – a knowledge worker and an IT decision maker, who might be 
the chief information officer (CIO), directors/managers of IT departments, or those 
who served as IT people in small businesses.  
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Table 1. Proposed solution concepts and targeted user needs  

Solution 
concepts 

Summary Targeted needs 

Project  
workspace 

A persistent space that organizes and tracks all 
relevant information for each project. Users no 
longer need to switch from one application to 
another to view different elements for a project  – 
all elements can be viewed in one “workspace.” 
Previous contexts are preserved if interruption 
occurs.  

Integration of information 
from different sources; 
preservation of work 
contexts; easy work 
resumption after 
interruption 

Easy 
search 

Users can easily search across both internal (e.g. a 
PC’s hard-drive or company network) and external 
(e.g. the Internet) information sources. Searches 
can be extended across different file types, and can 
be initiated from any application.  

Reduced needs for manual 
information organization. 
Integration of information 
from different sources. 

Proactive 
search 

It learns about users’ interests and activities, and 
proactively seeks and compiles information 
relevant to a user’ job or tasks. 

Integration and 
notification of useful 
information. 

Task 
handler 

It enables users to use handhelds or computers to 
create and track tasks. Users use handhelds to (e.g., 
through voice commands) communicate to their 
computers to create or update tasks. Further, the 
program will automatically analyze and structure 
tasks to track due dates, reminders, and identify 
bottlenecks in workload. 

Assistance with tracking, 
organization and reminder 
of short-term tasks and 
activities. 

Mode 
selector 

Users can select different work modes (e.g., “In a 
Meeting,” and “Presenting”). Depending on the 
mode, the solution reconfigures a user’s desktop 
and applications, and communicates the user’s 
status.  Non-essential elements are faded into the 
background, and non-critical incoming 
communications may be blocked or routed. 

Interruption reduction or 
contextualization; Better 
access to tools and 
information needed for 
different modes of work. 

The two-hour interviews were conducted in participants’ offices, and had two 
parts. The first part was about users’ current practices in information management. In 
the second part, we evaluated the five solution concepts described with visual 
storyboards and scenarios. According to Hevner et al. [11], IS research “must address 
the interplay of business strategy, IT strategy, organizational infrastructure and IS 
infrastructure.” (p. 4). Thus in the interviews, we asked participants to assess the 
usefulness and uniqueness of the proposed solutions from different perspectives. IT 
decision makers were invited to discuss perceived benefits of the solution concepts 
and major adoption hurdles from IT and their company’s business perspectives. With 
knowledge workers, we evaluated how the solutions might be relevant to work 
effectiveness and efficiency. At the end, the participants were invited to provide 
ratings along a five-point scale on the usefulness and uniqueness of the concepts. In 
this qualitative research, the quantitative rating was used as a way to stimulate deeper 
thinking on why a participant liked or disliked a concept, and the extent of its 
relevancy for his or her job. Participants were encouraged to support their viewpoints 
with real examples, or demonstrate on their computer on issues they had encountered.  
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4.1   Information Flows and Personas 

We identified two kinds of information flows that were both critical to users’ daily 
jobs or business operations: structured and unstructured. Structured information was 
data stored in databases with consistent formats, and could be computed and analyzed 
by computers. Examples included data in manufacturing production, inventory, 
financial, customer relationship management, and business intelligence systems.  
Unstructured information was content that could not be easily interpreted and 
analyzed by machines, such as e-mail messages, web sites, and documents. For both 
structured and unstructured information, users’ daily information flows involved 
internal colleagues and external collaborators, for example, customers, suppliers and 
partners.  

Personas are archetypical representation of major categories or segments of users 
[1]. By creating personas, we sought to typify user needs, values, and behavior 
patterns, and assist designers and architects to envision solutions against those needs.  
We observed four major business personas who had different patterns of priorities. 

Senior management: His or her workdays were highly unstructured. E-mail and 
meetings were the two most important communication mechanisms. Newly received 
information often determined what they needed to do next. Constant access to e-mail 
and business information (e.g., budget information in the financial database) was 
critical. They had a strong preference for a device that was wearable in a pocket and 
allowed them to be always connected with business information and key staff.  

Road warriors: They worked with both structured and unstructured information 
while on the road.  They typically had job roles such as sales, account managers, and 
customer services. Primary goals were to be instantaneously prepared for their 
customer meetings, quickly solve problems, or easily relay information back to their 
company on customer orders, issues, or market trends.  

Office workers: They were mainly knowledge workers or middle management. 
They typically worked in offices more with unstructured information. They had 
challenges in getting information organized and shared, quickly finding related 
information for work creation or completion.   

Special workforces: A large portion of the workforces performed business critical 
functions with structured data from thin clients, which were light-weight computing 
devices mainly served as connecting points between servers and monitor displays. IT 
described a number of advantages for using such devices, including ease of security 
management; ease of device deployment and replacement without the needs to install 
the operating system, applications and data; and ease of update and maintenance.   

4.2   Acceptance of the Solution Concepts 

In this section, we summarize user feedbacks to the five solution concepts.  

Project Workspace. This concept appears to be best received. It appealed more to 
knowledge workers/middle management than to other personas -- senior management 
and road warriors’ work tended to be less structured around projects; special 
workforces typically worked with information in structured databases. The concept 
received an average usefulness rating of 4.2 out of 5, and a uniqueness rating of 4.1. 
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Users could identify the benefits we had hypothesized for this concept, including, 
one location for different types of information for a project; easy retrieval of 
information related to a particular topic; easy focus or resumption of tasks after 
interruptions; easy accumulation of project history and reservation of work contexts; 
and potentials for easy sharing of projects information and more effective 
collaboration. The main question users asked was how easy it might be to learn to use 
it. IT was particularly concerned with the potential learning curve, and regarded it 
highly detrimental to IT’s reputation if users were unwilling to adopt a solution IT 
deployed. In addition, IT questioned whether the solution would create multiple layers 
of information organization and duplication of files. The concern was about the 
potential extra burden for data storage management and file backup.  

Task Handler. This concept appealed more to senior management and road warriors. 
It received a usefulness rating of 3.9, and uniqueness of 3.7. 

It was hypothesized to allow more effective management of tasks that requires 
immediate or near term actions. However, users identified more with benefits that 
were initially not in the core of hypothesis, such as 

• Voice inputs into PC: Several participants, especially senior management or people 
with a support staff, viewed voice inputs as more efficient than typing. For 
example, in a law firm, lawyers often used audio dictation as a way to communicate 
with assistants. Participants mentioned that they could use such a tool to create 
voice mails or delegate tasks to other people. Participants also perceived benefits in 
using a voice tool to create inputs into structured databases. For example, a sale 
person could use this tool to record customer requests or feedbacks in a customer 
relationship management system, immediately after he or she left the customer’s 
office; or a railroad operator could use it to easily update the status of a cargo car in 
databases.   

• Spontaneous capture of thoughts: such a tool allowed users to capture thoughts 
which they might forgot later on, as the operation manager in a large retail 
company said, “I am kind of tangent thinker. I might be walking down the street 
and thinking of something. This would enable me to kind of document it and get it 
active.”  

IT expressed more concerns on this concept than knowledge workers. One was 
security. If such a device would constantly sync up with their computers or 
enterprise’s networks, IT questioned the cost and burden to implement the virtual 
private network (VPN) for the device. IT and senior management were not convinced 
of the justification of such a potentially expensive device only for the purposes of 
tracking and managing daily tasks. They regarded task management a basic skill from 
their employees. They expected such a device to perform more business-critical 
functions, for example, for users to use voice to create inputs into business operation 
databases, particularly at places without computer access or network connection; for 
users to manage team tasks or quickly relay tasks to other people; or for senior 
management to access and manage business critical tasks on operation databases.   

Easy Internal and External Search. This concept received an average usefulness 
rating of 3.9, and uniqueness of 3.3. An easy search tool was regarded a must-have, 
however, it would not satisfy all needs for information retrieval and organization. 
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Participants mentioned that they still would like to browse first, and use search as the 
last resort. Search was especially important for finding historical documents either 
created by self or others in the company. Key needs include speed of search; ability to 
search across own hard drives and shared network repositories; and search within 
different file types, including documents, e-mails, calendars, PDF files, and binary 
files (for example, computer aided design documents).  

Several IT managers said that they did not see the needs to combine both internal 
and external searches – ‘They serves different purposes.” And “there might be 
security issues.” In addition, IT managers were concerned with the burden of search 
indexing, storage maintenance, backup, and access right control; as well as potential 
impact on the performance of document management systems.  

Proactive Search. This concept received an average usefulness rating of 3.7 and 
uniqueness of 3.4. It appealed more to senior management or those people who 
worked with time-sensitive information. For example, a person who managed investor 
relationships mentioned that it was extremely important to stay current with any thing 
people might say about the company. 

The participants could identify the potential values of proactive and tailored 
information delivery, which would integrate and track information from different 
sources, and allow them to be constantly informed about topics of interests. However, 
they worried that the tool would deliver more irrelevant information and thus cause 
overload or distraction. Some participants mentioned that they would like to retain the 
control on when and how to find information, as one participant said, “I would rather 
search when I think I need it.” Or as another user puts it, “I don’t want my computer 
to be too smart. It is just a tool.” In addition, several participants asked about their 
privacy – “will I be always tracked on what I read?”  

Mode Selector. The participants typically didn’t find this concept appealing. It 
received an average usefulness rating of 3.0 and uniqueness of 3.7.   

They didn’t consider themselves working in different modes. More importantly, 
they seemed to be proud of the dynamic of their workdays created by different 
information flows, and regarded it an indicator as being successful in workplaces. 
Even if they might need to work without interruption, for example, when in a meeting 
with executives, they didn’t see the needs of any sophisticated applications to block or 
alter incoming communication flows, or help to rearrange their information or 
applications. We sensed a strong sentiment that users didn’t like something that 
implied that they needed help organizing their work or remembering their tasks. “If 
you have something important to do, you really should be just doing it yourself.  You 
shouldn’t need this, all this stuff to help you ...  And this seems like it’s something for 
people who can’t concentrate...” 

5   Discussion and Recommendations 

Even though personal information management is an individual action that happens 
on personal computers, we find that the most important needs can be best described 
within the contexts of users’ collaboration with internal and external teams. From the 
participants’ discussions about their current practices of information management, 
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and their reactions to the potential solution concepts, their information management 
priorities are anchored around mainly two notions: projects and people. Both 
knowledge workers and IT regard effective management of information related to 
projects and customers as most critical to their work and business objectives. They 
desire solutions that integrate both structured and unstructured information and 
streamline the flows in different phases of project activities. They desire solutions that 
support quick information retrieval and re-use for better services or support to either 
internal colleagues or external customers.   

User activities and needs appear to evolve as a project advances through its life 
cycle. Three phases of project activities are identified from the study: exploration, 
creation, and conclusion. Project-based information management is intertwined with 
management related to three main groups of people: customers, experts and team 
members.  

Exploration and Initiation. As one participant said, “a project often becomes a 
project after a fair amount of discussions.” A good search tool is critical to identify 1) 
existing documents or information that can be re-used for a potential project; 2) 
expertise in the company that is relevant for project decision or formation of teams. 
As a Vice President in a legal firm said, “quick (document) turn around (to a 
customer) is critical.” A desirable scenario is for users to be able to use a search tool 
to pull information from different sources, such as shared document repositories, 
email messages, and structured databases. Afterwards, users can easily identify re-
usable information (for example, budget, scope and duration of a similar project), 
quickly form a proposal or project plan for a potential customer. As the project is 
formally established, a user can gather all the relevant information from earlier 
exploration and discussion, create a formal workspace for next phases of the project.  

Work Creation. Consistent with several studies [3, 7, 15, 17], users need to have 
better ways to organize active work and information related to projects. Currently, a 
user may find active information related to a project scattered in different 
applications, such as e-mail, word processing, spreadsheet, and presentation 
applications. There is no effective mechanism to easily bring different information 
related to a topic in one view. Over the time, users need to easily classify and 
accumulate information from different sources or of different types, e.g., e-mail, 
documents, instant messaging, notes, web pages, and work history, in a persistent 
space. While the concept of “project workspace” was presented as workspace for 
individuals, the participants wanted their personal workspace to be seamlessly 
connected to a team space thus individual work can be shared with teams.   

During the course of work, users will often need spontaneous information retrieval 
for unplanned events. As described by one participant, “everything is planned, but it 
could change or shift around depending on what priorities take place and what new 
information is discovered.” Examples of useful scenarios can be: when a user receives 
a phone call from a customer inquiring about project status, he or she can use one 
interface to retrieve all information related to the customer, including e-mail 
messages, customer account information in a database, or attachments this customer 
has sent via e-mail, but has been saved to a hard drive. As a participant said, “When a 
phone call comes in, if it (software) automatically pulls up the files, that would be a 
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fabulous thing for a sales person.” Users may use similar tools to quickly gather 
information in a meeting about meeting topics, presenters or attendees.  

Users need mechanisms that unobtrusively help them capture and track their tasks. 
Task management needs to be embedded in applications or other information 
management tools. Blandford and Green [4] identify important factors determining 
people’s choices of tools for time and task management, as how portable, accessible, 
shareable, and updateable tools are. From this study, the majority of users informally 
manage short-term tasks and commitments with tools that they are already familiar 
with, for example, e-mail, documents, calendars, and sticky notes. Very few of them 
spend time setting up a formal task lists using a dedicated tool. Users seem unwilling 
to invest time to learn a new tool; IT or senior managers are not eager to invest for 
extra hardware or software. Management of shared or delegated tasks is regarded as 
more important than that of own individual tasks. An example of desired scenarios is 
creating a task list for a team can be as easy as creating a table in a document or e-
mail message. Once the list is sent or saved in the team space, the tasks are 
automatically updated in different owners’ individual task lists. A user can also easily 
“tag” information embedded in different sources to update own task list, for example, 
highlight a sentence in an e-mail, and select to tag it as “my task”. 

Project Conclusion. Upon successful completion of a project, users and IT want to 
easily archive all related information. IT wants to manage the content or information 
according to document retention policies, for example, in compliance with legal 
requirements.  For end users, the primary goal is to ensure easier retrieval for future 
projects or references. A project workspace as described above can help users to 
accumulate all related information over the course of creation so that the burden is not 
huge at the end of the project.  

As a conclusion, while reporting findings on user needs and desired scenarios for 
collaborative information management, we have described a methodology designed to 
gather in-depth feedbacks from business users on values of potential technologies at 
the early stage of a product or strategic planning cycle.  With this method, we seek to 
gather information from three perspectives -- 1) End users: whether a solution can fit 
into and improve users’ daily jobs, and help them better fulfill their primary goals; 2) 
IT: whether a solution can be easily managed and supported by the IT departments; 3) 
Business, in this study, represented by IT whose decision on IT investment is tied to 
business needs: whether a solution is tied into overall business objectives or 
strategies. Within Intel, these data have been used, in conjunction with quantitative 
data, to inform decision-making on platform feature prioritization or ecosystem 
enablement. These data are also used to create detailed user scenarios to inform 
technical capability design or gap analyses. 
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